The aim of the paper is to prove two theorems on the existence of solutions to a nonlocal multivalued Darboux problem. The first theorem concerns the case when the orientor field is convex valued. The second theorem concerns the case when the orientor field is nonconvex valued. A compactness type condition involving the ball measure of noncompactness is applied.
Introduction
In this paper we study the existence of solutions to a nonlocal multivalued Darboux problem in a separable Banach space. Applying a compactness type condition involving the ball measure of noncompactness, we obtain two theorems on the existence of the solutions of the nonlocal multivalued Darboux problem. The first theorem concerns the case when the orientor field is convex valued. The second theorem concerns the case when the orientor field is nonconvex valued.
The results obtained are generalizations of those given by Papageorgiou in [13] on the existence of solutions of a classical multivalued Darboux problem. They are also generalizations of those given by Byszewski in [3, 4, 6] and by Byszewski and Lakshmikantham in [5] on the existence and uniqueness of solutions of nonlocal Darboux problems.
The approach applied in the paper is based on results of Papageorgiou [11] [12] [13] , Kandilakis and Papageorgiou [8, 9] , and Byszewski [3, 4, 6] .
The existence of a solution of a classical multivalued problem, where the orientor field has compact values in a separable Banach space, was also examined by Dawidowski and Kubiaczyk in [7] using a contraction principle for multifunctions.
Prehminaries
Let (f, E) be a measurable space and Y a separable Banach space.
following sets:
We will need the and P I(c)(Y): -{A C Y" A is nonempty, closed, (convex)} P(w)k(c)(Y): --{A C Y: A is nonempty, (weakly-) compact, (convex)}.
A multifunction F: ft---,Pl(Y) is said to be measurable if there exists a sequence of measurable functions In: ft--,Y (n e N) such that F(co) {In(co)}n e N for all co e ft.
The multifunction F is said to be weakly measurable if for every y* E Y* the N U {oe}-valued function w---,r(y*, F(co)) sup{(y*, y)'y e F(w)} is measurable.
Let % be the family of bounded subsets of Y. Then hj 
F(x, y, z) -sup{ I I Then in a class of functions w E K(A,E) problem (2.2) possesses a solution.
Proof: Firstly, we will obtain an a priori evaluation for the solutions of problem (2.2). For this purpose suppose that u is a solution of problem (2.2). Consequently, hj(x)u(x, bj) E ki(y)u(ai' Y) Pwkc(LI(A,E)), (3.17) T
has values in P]c(C(A,E)).
Additionally, from (3.15), (3.16), and the first part of assumption (iv), Observe that, for every x* E*, (,q,z)a(x*,F(,q,z)) is measurable and (,r])B(,r]) is graph measurable. Therefore, from the Kandilakis-Papageorgiou theorem (see [9] , Theorem 6.1), ( The above inequality implies that T is a contraction if , > 1.
Next, we will show that the graph of T (3.26)
GrT: -{(u,v) e%x%: veT(u)} is closed in C(A, E) x C(A, E). To this end, let (un, Vn) GrT (n 1,2,...) and assume that (Un, v,) n-* (u, v) in % x % C C(A, E) x C(A, E). hj(x)Un(X bj) E ki(Y)un(ai Y) 
with g e LI(A, E) and g(, r/)e (, , u(, )) a.e. in A.
Moreover, by (3.27 )and (3.28), and u(x, 0)+ u(0, y)e Z for (x,y) zX (, 0)+ v(0, )e z or (,)e So (u,v) GrT and, consequently, T has a closed graph in %xCl_t C C(A,E)x C(/,,E).
Inequality (3.26) and the fact that GrT is closed imply, by the Tarafdar-Vyborny theorem (see [14] , Theorem 4.1), that u T(u).
As in the beginning of the proof of Theorem 3.1, applying the definition of F and Gronwall's inequality, we obtain that I I u I I c(a,z) <-M, (3.30) where M is given by formula (3.10). As in the beginning of the proof of Theorem 3.1, we obtain inequality (3.30). Therefore, (3.31) holds and u K(A,E) is a solution of problem (2.2).
The proof of Theorem 4.1 is complete.
